Details of the integration routine can be found in [3] The prevailing response of N>5 array to field cooling procedure is found to be paramagnetic just for small values of frustation, e.g., for f>3
Numerical Procedure
Once JJA Equations was solved the magnetization can be easily generated using its expression, but this vector represents magnetization of meshes on the array plane at zero distance from the array.
Naturally the SQUID is sampling not on the array plane but at a given distance z above it.
To have a faithful read-out is necessary calculate the JJA far-field. The magnetic far field of the array is made by superposition. For each branch we have [4] (cf. After field is known it become possible evaluate the flux in a given loop of area S which center is placed at distance z with a tilting angle α over the array (cf. Fig.1b ).
Far-field Construction
To obtain SSM simulated images comparable with experiments is necessary to make the random choice of the vector of quantum numbers n r .
The reason for this procedure is the following: at the beginning of the simulation Josephson energy is very small so thermal noise is dominant and can put random phase-slips in the array, these corresponds to give a random distribution of quantum numbers n over the array.
This distribution is frozen when the Josephson barriers overcomes the thermal noise. The variation of the mean magnetization for the change of distribution of quantum numbers was evaluated to be roughly of 2% at least for the number of statistical realizations we have simulated which here is of 10-12 for each frustation value. The result is the same for larger array [2] - [5] , though due to long CPU times the number of realization is roughly halved.
Noise Effect
Simulations on a 10x40 array (ref. [2] , subm to PRB), here z=0,1 and S=1
Simulations on a 10x40 array (ref. [2] , subm to PRB)
Mean magnetization for the simulation in ref. [2] (circles) plus the three frustations values used here for 10x10 arrays (triangles) plus the three frustation of ref. [5] . We have shown by means of numerical simulations of field cooling experiments over LTC-JJA how magnetic images of the array taken by a SSM are influenced by resolution, distance and tilting of the input SQUID loop. Beyond this a number of improvements and further studies can be suggested. Among these the study of paramagnetic response via magnetic images of more complex situation, e.g., disordered JJA or arrays containing the so-called π-junctions, is the most promising.
Conclusion
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